Secondary Source
Recap
Essay Three will make use of multiple secondary sources (at least two)
One to build the standard expository paragraph that precedes analysis
The other(s) to help develop explanation of primary text evidence within analysis

Assessing sources for use
Remember: source material is a person’s thoughts, ideas about text or topic
Look for source material that suits both categories
Consider: developing expo paragraph with source about topic
Use source about text during analysis
With the organizational principle of broad to specific in mind

Sample Analysis with Source Material
Organization is key here
Make sure to start paragraph with topic sentence that focuses on text (not source)
Move to evidence (from the text)
Explain evidence, content first -- What does it mean?
   Then bring in information from source (for context)
   Don’t forget to explain content of source quotation
Finally, deliver the judgment – How does evidence support thesis?
Also, give a brief introduction of source if using it for the first time
To provide credibility
As part of integration strategy
For example: Kyle Long, in Nuvo, an independent publication of Indiana, writes,
Or
Rench, the founder of Gangstagrass, explains,